• Where ARC is
  – Assessing the Center’s current lessons learned (LL) policy w/NPD 7120.6
  – Primarily executing a LL harvesting activity
    • Predominately engaging projects at their end
    • Reviewing mishap reports
  – Partnering with various Center communities of practice
    • Advocating for and explaining the KM process
    • Identifying various KM elements, tools, & needs
    • Sharing knowledge

• Where ARC is going
  – Fully NPD 7120.6 compliant KM process
  – End-to-end and fully integrated KM Process with the Center’s projects and activities

• Where ARC needs help
  – Funding
  – Center specific and restricted element of LLIS and other online KM tools
  – Pull from the top (assess 7120.6 compliance at Key Decision Point reviews)